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Clinisept+ revolutionises the way we
clean and care for the skin in professional
applications.

It delivers a unique approach to
optimising skin hygiene using an
advanced hypochlorous technology that
is unmatched in efficacy and skin
compatibility. 

Clinisept+ advanced hypochlorous
products are available to Aesthetics,
Dental and Podiatry sectors.

ABOUT CLINISEPT+



The Clinisept+ range currently consists of three product sectors;
Clinisept+ Skin, Clinisept+ Dental and Clinisept+ Podiatry, each of

which have their own colour palette and branding as laid out in these
social media guidelines.   

Please note that at present, the newer Clinisept+ Skin and Clinisept+
Dental bottles have not yet been publically launched. These bottles

still reflect the older branding and will continue to do so until the
stock runs out and we can produce more, under the newer branding

in late 2021. 

Therefore, when posting about Clinisept+ products on social media,
your posts must reflect the branding of the current bottles you are

selling. If you are in doubt, our recommendation is to always
reproduce posts from the official @cliniseptplus account or to take

photos of your own Clinisept+ products in clinic. 

IMPORTANT TO NOTE



Clinisept+ Skin delivers highly effective
cleansing and antimicrobial hygiene
without causing any irritation or sensitivity.
The range currently consists of Prep &

Procedure (500ml) and Procedure

Aftercare (100ml)

Unlike almost all other professional skin
cleansing chemistries, Clinisept+ advanced
hypochlorous technology comes with no
contraindications and is gentle enough for
use on normal and sensitive skin. Intended
for use before, during and after aesthetic
treatments to provide optimum levels of
hygiene and to provide the ideal conditions
for natural skin healing.



Clinisept+ Dental Mouthwash cleanses,
deodorises and protects against the
harmful bacteria that cause gum disease
and tooth decay - but without stinging or
causing irritation.
It has been developed for use by dentists
in surgery to provide professional levels
of oral hygiene, and for use at home by
those who require highly effective but
gentle, assured oral care.

Clinisept+ Dental Mouthwash is used and
endorsed by many of the UK’s leading
dental practitioners who hail it as a ‘step
change’ in dentistry.



Clinisept+ Podiatry is used and
recommended by world-renowned
podiatrists to provide optimum hygiene
in clinic. Clinisept+ Podiatry is non-
sensitising, so can be used before,
during and after podiatric procedures to
ensure optimum hygiene and provide
the ideal environment for recovering,
healthy skin. 

In addition to enhanced hygiene and
skin compatibility in the clinic,
Clinisept+ Podiatry can be used at home
to aid recovery following a procedure or
simply to maintain optimum foot health
as part of a daily foot care regime. 



Whether you are one of our registered
distributors for Clinisoothe+ or not, it is
important you understand the
difference between these two brands
before you create any social media
posts on behalf of Clinisept+. 

To summarise, both products contain
the exact same advanced hypochlorous
formula. The difference, is that
Clinisept+ is our professional use only

range, intended for use in clinic by
professionals and for their patients as
aftercare, following an aesthetic, dental
or podiatric procedure. 

WHAT IS THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
CLINISEPT+ AND CLINISOOTHE?



Clinisoothe+ Skin Purifier is the consumer

version. It is available for every person,
every skin type. We have worked hard to
ensure the education around skin health
and how to use Clinisoothe+ means that
consumers can use it at home safely
without the need for professional advice. 

Clinisoothe+ and Clinisept+ must never

be connected, compared or advertised

in conjunction with each other. They are

separate brands.

To find more information on Clinisoothe+
visit www.clinisoothe.com 



LOGO USAGE

Skin Dental



#22B4E9 #1593C8 #1A6F8B #73B6A8

APPROVED BRAND COLOURS

DentalSkin



FONTS AND TYPOGROPHY



APPROVED ICONS

Powerful Antimicrobial Protection

Advanced Hypochlorous Technology

Dermatologically Tested

Free From Harsh Chemicals

Gentle On Skin

Icons can be coloured to match specific brand sectors (the example uses the Skin
sector blue.) It is also acceptable to reverse icons out of darker background colours
where the key brand colour will not give adequate contrast. 



ADDITIONAL APPROVED ICONS (FOR THE DENTAL SECTOR ONLY)

Effective but gentle antimicrobial cleansing

Causes no staining

Provides optimum conditions for natural healing



When creating posts for Clinisept+ you are allowed to:

- Photograph the product
- Download and repost content from @cliniseptplus social media
(no need for approval)
- Take messaging from the UK and translate it into another language
- Create new posts following the brand guidelines (When creating
posts using your own imagery, these must be approved by Neon
Rocks before posting)

Please email all designs to pr@neonrockspr.com for approval

When creating posts for Clinisept+ you are NOT allowed to:

- Combine branding of Clinisept+ with Clinisoothe+
- Make any changes to the colour palette, font or brand assets
- Make any claims that may impinge regulatory language
- Add any logos or illustrations that have not been approved



-Imagery that highlights Clinisept+

in professional application

-Diverse skin types and shades 

-Neutral background

-Clear product imagery using

branding colours

-No filter or airbrush

-Men using Clinisept+

WHAT CLINISEPT+ SOCIAL
MEDIA SHOULD LOOK LIKE



-All models look the same
-Airbrushed skin
-Heavy make up
-Over edited photography
-Forced posing and stylised editorial
-A lack of diversity in age, skin tone,
hair colour and pose
-Introducing non-brand colours to
the feed

Imagery

WHAT CLINISEPT+ SOCIAL
MEDIA SHOULD NOT LOOK LIKE



You may download and use all images on
@clinisept social media, but you cannot
modify, edit, add text, icons or any other
logo to these posts. 

If you are creating your own posts using
your own imagery, you must send to Neon
Rocks for approval. 

Please email all designs to
pr@neonrockspr.com

REUSING IMAGERY



Never create straplines that
have not been approved.
Only use Gordita font.

Translated posts must be in
correct English.

Never combine Clinsoothe+
branding with Clinisept+.

BECOME YOUR TRUE SELF

Leave acnes fighting to the professional.

Models should be wear minimal
make up, look natural, and never
airbrushed.



This is because some case

study participants have

only given their consent to

be on Clinisoothe+

marketing. They have not

given their consent to be

on Clinisept+ marketing. 

Never add your own icons
to social media posts.

Clinisept+ Never repost a case study
from Clinisoothe+ and say it
was from Clinisept+.



-Advanced hypochlorous technology that's safe

for you, and your skin.

-Clinisept+ is a recognised game changer

amongst leading industry professionals.

-No other product combines similar levels of

efficacy with complete skin and tissue

compatibility. 

- Clinisept+ gently cleanses the skin to provide

high levels of antimicrobial protection. Unlike

most skin cleaners, however, Clinisept+ leaves no

harsh chemicals on the skin, and therefore

provides an ideal environment for rapid skin

recovery. 

-Clinisept+ Mouthwash brings a completely new

approach to exceptional oral hygiene.

RECOMMENDED PHRASES FOR

SOCIAL MEDIA



of all referrals are from Instagram.

64%

Social media for our brand is

important to us. Why?

*As of the latest count



cliniseptplus.com

Thank you for complying with these guidelines.


